The Caulobacter crescentus flagellar gene, fliX, encodes a novel trans-acting factor that couples flagellar assembly to transcription.
The first flagellar assembly checkpoint of Caulobacter crescentus couples assembly of the early class II components of the basal body complex to the expression of class III and IV genes, which encode extracytoplasmic structures of the flagellum. The transcription of class III/IV flagellar genes is activated by the response regulator factor, FlbD. Gain of function mutations in flbD, termed bfa, can bypass the transcriptional requirement for the assembly of class II flagellar structures. Here we show that the class II flagellar gene fliX encodes a trans-acting factor that couples flagellar assembly to FlbD-dependent transcription. We show that the overexpression of fliX can suppress class III/IV gene expression in both wild-type and flbD-bfa cells. Introduction of a bfa allele of flbD into cells possessing a deletion in fliX restores motility indicating that FliX is not a structural component of the flagellum, but rather a trans-acting factor. Furthermore, extragenic motile suppressors which arise in DeltafliX cells map to the flbD locus. These results indicate that FlbD functions downstream of FliX in activating class III/IV transcription. beta-Lactamase fusions to FliX and analysis of cellular fractions demonstrate that FliX is a cytosolic protein that demonstrates some peripheral association with the cytoplasmic membrane. In addition, we have isolated a mutant allele of fliX that exhibits a bfa-like phenotype, restoring flbD-dependent class III/IV transcription in strains that contain mutations in class II flagellar structural genes. Taken together, these results indicated both a positive and negative regulatory function for FliX in coupling the assembly of class II basal body components to gene expression.